Paddy’s Prattle 4 December 2018
Well that’s the 2018 season all closed and sorted. A good field on Closing Day saw
the Smallbone Trophy lifted by the lovely Kay Fox partnered by the equally lovely Paul
May. Now, one of two things must have happened here. Either Lefty found a bit of
form and worked in tandem, dovetailing with the ever steady Kay or Mrs Fox played
out of her skin, kept him well hydrated, massaged his ego and sank all the putts! Well
I know where I would be putting my money.
After chatting with a few people, it seems I missed a good night at the presentation
evening. Another great success on the social side. Well done to the organisers and all
the trophy winners.
We are now supposed to be in the off season but try telling that to the calendar. This
Saturday we kick off the summer stablefords which means its Shoot Out time again.
The next six Saturdays are all stableford rounds and all are qualifiers for the Property
Brokers Shootout. You only need to have two good rounds to get into the final normally around 77 or 78 points gets you in - but obviously the more times you play
the more chances of a good round you get. All you have to do is pay the starter $10
and tell them that you would like to enter, don’t worry if you can’t make it this week,
entries are open right up to round 5. The last couple of years we have been a bit light
from the ladies side. I’m sure we can pencil young Bev Chinn in for a finals berth and
Liz Cabout always gives it a nudge but we would love to see more ladies take part and
emulate ex champ Hilary Lovett. The top 19 qualifiers will fight it out in the final which
is always a great spectacle and wonderful fun. This will be held on Sunday
27th January, with the winner again picking up a club sub thanks to the brilliant team
at Property Brokers.
A full list of rules will be on the website soon. Get yourself down to the club and join in
the fun.
Good golfing

